PAPER SNOWFLAKES

MATERIALS YOU NEED
- Paper
- Craft Scissors

VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS
YouTube Channel McMaster Children’s Party Crafting with Mrs. Clause at https://youtu.be/vxsqA6vreus

INSTRUCTIONS

01 Start with a square piece of paper. Tip: to cut a perfect square from a standard 8 by 11 inch sheet of paper, fold paper into a right-angled triangle; trim off excess.

02 Fold paper in half diagonally to make a triangle.

03 Fold paper triangle in half so that the pointed corners meet.

04 Fold paper triangle in thirds, overlapping the left hand pointed corner over the triangle.
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05 Overlap the righthand pointed corner over the triangle. Note: you may need to adjust these folds a little to get the sides to match up, so don't crease the paper until the folds are just right.

06 Trim the pointed ends so the paper triangle looks as shown.

07 Cut your folded paper with variations of cutouts. Tip: the ones with straight lines are easier to make than the ones with curly lines.

08 Unfold it gently. Don't worry if your snowflake isn't exact - there are no two snowflakes alike!